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BRANDENBURG CONCERTI No. 1 In F Major, No. 2 In F Major, No. 3 In G Major, No. 4 In G 

Major, No. 5 In D Major, No. 6 In B Flat Major 

RICERCARE IN SIX PARTS from ‘A MUSICAL OFFERING’ 

AIR IN D from "SUITE No. 3° 

KARL MUNCHINGER conducting THE STUTTGART CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

A century and a half before Bach wrote his six Brandenburg 
Concertos there were pieces using the name of that form, but 
they were vocal concertos, with instrumental accompaniment. 
The concerto principle in purely instrumental music was that of 
the alternation during a piece of two bodies of players—not, 
as in a modern concerto, of a single soloist (very rarely, two) 
with a full orchestra. 

The models of Bach's adventures in concerto grosso style 
were the ltalians Torelli, Corelli, and Vivaldi. From the last he 
adopted the three-movement shaping established by that famous 
violinist-composer, who was about ten years Bach's senior. The 
movements were, broadly, quick, slow, and quick. In the two 
cuter movements Vivaldi had used a form in which a kind of 
refrain by the full orchestra came round several times, inter- 
spersed with episodes of different or related matter by the 
"concertino”’ group. Bach kept to his principle, but, as in every- 
thing he touched, he extended, developed, concentrated and 
glorified it. 

l? has often been remarked that he did not invent forms, 
but took them ready-made. This is true, with the proviso that, 
as noted above, he intensified. He had t00 much interest and 
craftsman's excitement in experimenting with the forms to hand: 
in the fugue, the organ chorale prelude, the concerto, and other 
styles. His six Brandenburg concertos are all for widely differing 
combinations of instruments: no two alike. No two of his famous 
Well Tempered Clavier—the famous forty-eight preludes and 
fugues—are alike: nor indeed are any two of all his many other 
fugues, any more than are his chorale preludes or his over iwo 
hundred cantatas. There was a lifetime's work in dealing with 
these styles in his individual way. He had neither time nor in- 
clination #0 spend himself in inventing complete novelties in form. 

BACH AND THE CONCERTO GROSSO 

When in 1718 Bach, aged thirty-three, went into the service 
of Prince Ludwig of Anhali-Còthen, he had a comfortable position 
and the sympathy of a highly musical prince. A+ this Court he 
wrote, besides these concertos, others for the violin, various 
solo sonatas and a great deal of his keyboard music, including 
the first half of the "48". The orchestra was small, but it must 
have had some good players, if they could worthily tackle such 
music as these concertos. They were not written for the Còthen 
court, however, but for a prince of Brandenburg. This land later 
became the Kingdom of Prussia, ruled by the Hohenzollerns. When 
Bach was born it was already as big a territory as England. 
The Elector of Brandenburg was made King of Prussia in 1701. 
lt was for the youngest son of this ruler, the Margrave Christian 
Ludwig, a man some years his senior, that Bach wrote the con- 
certos, his first essays in that form. The Margrave liked #0 know 
musicians, and to collect their works, particularly concertos. 
He suggested that Bach should write some. They took two years 
—amongst much other music and daily work, of course: and Bach 
dedicated them to the prince, in French, using the absurdly 
fulsome, humble address that was then the convention when an 
artist approached royalty. The prince, for some reason #hat is 
not clear, appears to have taken little notice of them. They 
do not seem to have been played, and when at his death in 1734 
his library was disposed of, many other works by lesser com- 
posers were listed, but these by Bach were not, and so were 
sold with a lot of oddments. 

THE FIRST "BRANDENBURG" 

Delightful are the diversities of ofchestration which Bach de- 
vised for the six concertos. This first of the series adopts a broad 
scale of values, using more non-stringed instruments than the 
other concertos. We have two horns, three oboes, a bassoon, 
and six string parts, including a violino piccolo, which Bach also 
used in his 140th cantata, Sleepers Wake! This instrument was of 
slightly smaller size than the normal. Tuned a #hird higher, it 
had a somewhat shrill, bright quality. Nowadays an ordinary 
violin is used. 

(Front liner CSA-2301) 

lst Movement—Allegro. 

As usual, we hear the heart of the topic in the first tutti. 
There is much imitative interplay between the three groups of 
brass, wood and strings: great use of the running sixteenth-note 
figuration, and of one which uses both eighth-notes and sixteenth- 
notes, rising and falling in eleven notes. The key-scheme is simple, 
as ever, shifting the perspective frequently. 

The unified full-orchestral moments thin out; we realize the 
possibilities of weaving (a) orchestral groups, and (b) themes. 

There is a fine rally around bars 35 to 40, obviously designed 
as a mid-journey set-piece. Here, half-way, we come to the 
dominant key C. 

l is a little beyond this, in the second half, that the violino 
piccolo has a solo bit, imitating a wind figure; the passage is 
lightly scored, to let it through. There-after, the final tutti is 
built up, and in the last five bars the horns, after a spell of 
silence, welcome the others home with their last bout of joyous 
cross-rhythmed tripleting tocsins. 

2nd Movement—Adagio 

Here the violino piccolo is equal partner with one of the oboes 
in a plangent motive that we are most likely to feel as one of 
sorrow or plaintiveness. The horns are silent, and the accompany- 
ing instruments take up a throbbing figuration. The first chord 
is, unusually, not that of the key: it is as if we lifted a curtain 
for a few moments upon a scene that has been going on before 
our coming; and the movement is not concluded by a full close. 
lt is a striking piece, under forty bars in length. 
When the theme has been opened by the solo oboe and 

answered by the violin, there is a sympathetic response by the 
basses in a three-bar phrase which recurs thrice during the 
movement, at equi-distant spaces of time: a stroke of craftsman- 
ship. During the first bass response, the wind and strings utter a 
new three-note figure. Here the harmony is remarkable. The 
weight of the bass' progress, each melodic note of which is re- 
peated, adds t0 the sense of emotional stress. 

The last few bars include a tiny oboe cadenza, emphatic 
punctuating chords, alternately from wind and strings, and a very 
soft held chord, again not of the keynote (cf. the beginning). 

The direction attacca thrusts us out into the workaday sunlight 
of: 

3rd Movement—Allegro 

The full chamber orchestra is again at work in tutti and solo 
work, the small violin having now a more prominent part in solo 
bits. The time is that amiable 6/8 in which Bach the athlete 
exercises himself with such ease. 

There are various short salient phrases and figures in the 
sixteen bar opening tutti—the smooth scalic start, the phrase 
containing an octave leap, the arpeggic bass. All are made use 
of, in the familiar but ever freshly resourceful way. 

The solo violin gets but a brief attack, including a chord or 
two, before the tutti is again at work, though sotto voce. Yet 
even as the soloist plays, the bass is developing the movement's 
first bar, and imitating the violin. A horn joins in: but in the 
middle of the movement the brass has a little part, and the 
violin but little rest. One of its best florid passages is in duet 
with an oboe: later a horn. A choice variety of twisting and 
turning is displayed by the various limbs of the subject-matter. 

After a series of episodes there is a sudden momentary release 
of tension, in a couple of bars marked Adagio. Here, when duly 
comes the duetting between solo violin and horn, the latter 
surpasses himself with a +rill. Then the end comes with a repeti- 
tion of the first tutti, to clinch the argument firmly. 

4th Movement—Minuetto; Trio l; Polacca; Minuetto; Trio Il 
For good, heaping measure we have a fourih movement, in 

strong contrast to the others, that were so full of counterpoint. 
l? is a Minuet, in good square harmony, that has three Trios, 
making seven sections in all (A, B, A, C, A, D, A). The addition 
of the Minuet gives the work more the effect of a suite than of 
a regular concerto. 

The Minuet starts, curiously, in a tonality not that to which 
it quickly turns—the prevailing F major of the work. lt is in iwo 
parts, each repeated. lis episodes are all differently scored, for 
sma'ler combinations. The first one is scored for two placid 
oboas and the bassoon; after it comes the Minuet again. 

The second episode is entitled Polacca, the Italian for 
"Po'onaise". This is nothing like the mettlesome, proud Polonaise 
of Chopin. li dances lightly in even notes, with just a hint, in the 
lengihened second beat of the three, of the characteristic jump- 
ing rhythm in the later Polonaise. The scoring is for violins | and 
II, viola and bass. 

Cnce more the Minuet, and then the last episode, in an 
agraeable time-variety, 2/4. The scoring is for the two horns, 
and all the oboes, playing together: three parts in all illustrating 
the original sense of "Trio" for thè middle part of a Minuet. We 
notice the variety not only of scoring but of thickness, obtained 
by writing episodes | and 3 in two parts, and the third în four 
parts. A final reprise of the Minuet concludes this generous, 
seven-section sandwich, and the whole magnificent meal pro- 
vided in the First Brandenburg Concerto. 

THE SECOND "BRANDENBURG" 

First Movement 

So, with the stage set, we may follow the business in hand. 
Full band leads off with theme one which sturdily pronounces 
the key of F major. Full band, that is, with the exception of 
the trumpet, whose assertive nature craves a variant of its own. 
Without any preparation the violin slips in the second theme 
but the intruder is quickly drawn back into the ranks which 
insist on theme one; but before they can finish it, up jumps the 
oboe with theme two. Once more the majority is about to win 
when the flute takes a turn with theme two. Full band makes 
a further trial and the +#rumpet, determined that theme two 
shall have its due importance, engages with the flute for an 
accompaniment. At this, full band runs off into a new aspect of 
the matter it first proposed, during which the trumpet does not 
fail to interject a few flourishes of its own; while the flute pre- 
tends for a bar or two to be much less florid than its nature 
really is. On the final trill of the trumpet's boldest sally with 
theme two, the flute enters partnership with the basses. For a 
moment it looks as if the whole band is about to join forces 
in a fugue but theme one pushes itself forward on the trumpet, 
his fellow soloists providing florid commentary, with the strings 
quietly working in an insistent rhythmic figure. This they soon 
forsake for a syncopated accompaniment to their more indi- 
vidual brethren's activities. 

At this the flute resorts to theme two, his fiddler-partner 
providing the accompaniment; they reverse the position exactly, 
and then the oboe joins in and finally the trumpet; meanwhile 
all but the ripieno basses have been silent. Theme two is now 
spent; the soloists have learned that they must not forsake the 
majority; they co-operate fully but effectually, for their indi- 
viduality is by no means suppressed, and theme one carries the 
day. But note that this is not done with any show of mass 
fyranny; the process is quiet and orderly and the climactic 
triumph kept well within bounds. 

Second Movement—Andante 

Il will have been observed that the first movement gave a 
pretty lesson in democratic co-operation, and so, in the andante, 
flute, oboe and solo violin are fully liberated and may express 
their undeniable individuality to a fuller extent. The theme ap- 
pears first on the violin, the oboe, then the flute, in fugal pattern. 
l# will soon be realized that two notes of this melody become 
a little predominant, and as the plaintive expressive movement 
wends its way, so they play an important part in its construction. 

(continued on the inside of tbe back cover) 



(continued from the inside of the front cover) 

Third Movement—Allegro Assai. 
Everyone is happy now and an engaging example of Bach's 

beloved fugue-scheme affords the best medium through which to express the fact. Accordingly the trumpet is allowed to claim 
attention in the opening theme, which is picked up by the oboe, then violin, then flute, the ripieno strings providing accompani- 
ment and connective matter. Then comes a moment when the 
basses enter with the theme. This is #he signal for the flute and 
violin #o commence a duet, drawn from the theme in fact, which leads #0 a display of quite opposite energy from all 
concerned. And what an entertainment it has been! 

THE THIRD "BRANDENBURG" 
The Third Brandenburg is #he only one of the group that calls for no wind instruments. Violin, viola and cello sections are each 

divided into three parts, and the bass line, played by double 
bass and cembalo, provides a tenth voice. 

The work is in two movements, both lively and cheerful in character, separated only by two full chords marked Adagio. 
The first movement opens with a good-humored theme char- 
acterized by an anapest—a figure of two 16th-notes followed by an eighth note—and indeed #his figure is present throughout 
the whole movement. The theme—which Bach used again in his Church Cantata "Ich liebe den Hochsten", No. 174, adding horns and oboes to the scoring—is tossed playfully from one group to another. The incessant motion and close interweaving 
of the voices create an exhilarating impression of vigor and 
robust well-being. 

A second episode is introduced by the first violins. Second and third violins take it up, then the +hree violas in close imita- tion. Here the anapests are marked piano. Another figure, again introduced by violins, passes to violas and then to cellos above 
repeated bass notes. This closes in B minor, and we return to 
the home key of G major for a restatement of the main subject, 
now in second violins and associated with the new theme. At 
the close the descending scales of the violin intercept the rising 
scales of the violas, and a unison passage brings the movement 
to a close. 

Now we have the two adagio chords, forming a Phrygian 
cadence, mentioned above. They can hardly be regarded as a satisfactory substitute for a slow movement, but no doubt it 
would have been extremely difficult +0 create a slow movement 
in contrast to, yet still compatible with, the iwo zestful allegros 
flanking it. 

The theme of the second movement (allegro, 12/8) is played by the three violin groups successively and in close imitation. Violas in unison take it up, followed by the basses, after which 
the section is repeated. The second section, much longer than 
the first, is repeated also. l# introduces material which, though 
new, is completely in keeping with the character of the pre- ceeding themes and in no way disturbs the exuberant motion of 
the rhythm. 

THE FOURTH "BRANDENBURG" 
The scoring is for Principal Violin and two flutes, as the small 

"‘concertino”’ party, and the usual strings, with the continuo, on 
the other hand. The violin has the chief solo part, and the scoring is light enough to allow him to shine, with the attendant flautists 
as secondary principals. 

First Movement—Allegro. 
The first tutti is very long, with themes a? the start, at the little downward arpeggio, and a+ measures 35-38, where the bass has the second of the indicated themes, the arpeggio, against the violins' new figure. 
The flutes touch in their fleeting message now and again in specks of speeding colour. The key-usage is as simple as piquant. One of the best examples comes just before part of the opening theme returns, in E minor. This part closes as before, with the alteration of key. Some brief syncopations near the end add 

their rhythmic point: 
There is a new development of the semiquaver figure now, and multitudinous tiny inventions keep cropping up until No. | returns, in B minor, a refreshing tonality. The play with these simply-related keys is among Bach's best skills: his finesse in making effects with these means, often only momentarily (as 

here), is supreme. 
e have a complete repetition of the first five pages of th) score, with keys as then propounded. Thus +here is an unusually (with Bach) strong suggestion of a ‘’recapitulation’’ section, such as the Sonata was to take on, in this movement whose nature is essentially that of the representation and extension of a few 

germ-elements in one large theme. 

Second Movement—Andante 
In this slow movement we have the finest classical style, pure and noble. The best minds of Bach's century could evoke such emotions for the comfort of all ages t0 follow. 
The "concertino”’ works solidly together, the violinist not having any of that extra opportunity for display that #he first movement gave him. The firm richness of the music's unity is outstanding, even in the work of a composer like Bach. 

(Back liner CSA-2301) 

The flute tone, most apt #0 the mood, is memorable. There is a spiritual likeness to Gluck's Orpheus fluting, and to some of 
Handel's slow movements for that instrument. 

Finale—Presto 
In fugal style, one of Bach's endless variants upon what is 

best described as a style, rather than a "form". 
A good deal of the pleasure lies, as in the first movement, in 

the apprehension of key-planes, by which the ear is relieved and 
gratified; the parts of the structure thereby stand out, as ina 
picture. 

After the first exposition of the idea în a tutti the little "’concertino” development comes with fine exhilaration. How 
splendidiy he inserts and weaves in those diversions by which 
the unity of the fabric is subtly built up. The violinist in #his movement reassumes his sovereignty, and the returns of the opening theme are ripely wrought. A swift, powerful little coda is formed by some solid-chording, on +he figure of the fugue 
subject. 

THE FIFTH "BRANDENBURG" 

In the Fifth Concerto the concertino (or solo uni?) consists 
of a flute, violin, and cembalo; the ripieno in #his case is a string orchestra. From these contrasted forces Bach obtains the variety that gives color to his very intricate but very beautiful score, and the Fifth Concerto is particularly important since it marks +he first appearance of the cembalo as a solo instrument—complete 
with extended cadenza in the first movement. 

The first theme of the movement is played immediately by the ripieno (string orchestra) with cembalo: #he solo flute and violin enter at the ninth measure with a falling phrase which is #hen 
extended and taken over by other instruments. The inter-related references to this theme—and #he opening subject—are not difficult to follow, and #he polyphonic writing (the combination, 
or simultaneous performance, of various melodie strands) is de- lightful. Towards the end of movement +he cembalo begins #0 
take a more assertive part in the texture, and eventually breaks 
out in a long cadenza based on material from #he earlier parts 
of the movement. This lengihy passage rises to a climax, at 
which point the string orchestra re-enters and concludes the move- 
ment with a final reference to the first theme. 

The slow movement is scored entirely for the three soloists (concsrtino); cembalo, violin, and flute. l# is based entirely on 
one theme—or, more correctly, on he first phrase of the theme 
introduced by the solo violin. In the course of the movement 
the soloists #reat this melodic fragment in diverse ways, and it is here that—in view of the lighter texture—it is possible for all to get a glimpse of Bach's contrapuntal genius. 

The finale restores the general balance of concertino and ripieno, though it is the former which has the honor of first introducing the material. The violin starts #he main theme; the flute joins in at the third measure, and then the cembalo at #he 
ninth. Shortly, on the same theme, the ripieno arrives, and from that moment the energy of the movement never relaxes. Again there is really only one important theme, but in the course of the movement the theme is, as it were, taken to pieces—the 
various strands interweaving in the musical texture. There is an especially lovely moment when #he theme is played cantabile 
by the cembalo, accompanied by the string orchestra and the 
remaining soloists. Then, a few moments later there is another 
passage for the concertino unit without accompaniment; later still, there is a brief solo passage for the cembalo, which is 
followed by an episode in which sections of the theme are dis- 
cussed in musical ‘dialogue’ between the cembalo and its ac- 
companiment. At the conclusion we hear again the first theme 
as it appeared at the beginning of #he movement, its initial phrase bringing to a close one of the most thoroughly enjoyable 
works ever written in concerto form. 

THE SIXTH "BRANDENBURG" 
First Movement—Allegro. 

The opening ritornello, sixteen measures long, is a robust im- 
petuous tune with a tendency t0 syncopation. l4 is given out by the iwo soloists, the second an eighth-note behind #he first, 
over a throbbing bass. But the game of follow-my-leader does not stop at the end of sixteen measures, for the ‘cello begins a 
new tune and the other accompanying instruments join in, always allowing the soloists pride of place. The ritornello intrudes and again the soloists break. There are five of #hese alternating 
sections and then a final statement of #he ritornello brings the 
movement to an end. 

Second Movement—Adagio ma non troppo. 
lt was Bach's custom in these concertos #0 silence +he accom- panying body in the slow movement and le+ the soloîsts speak 

for themselves. There are no full passages in this Adagio and 
no ritornellos. As in other concertos, there îs a contrast of key, 
for the movement is in E flat, the fifth below +he key of the other movements. The iwo violas, backed by continuo, expound a slow, thoughtful theme and weave patterns #hat are less com- plicated but beautifully #ranquil. The ‘cello kseps the movement 
going in quarter-notes for the most part and îs supported by 
bass and keyboard in half notes. Just before #he end the con- 
tinuo section begins #0 move more quickly and there is some 
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running passage work for ‘cello. But it all dies déwn to a long 
soft chord of D major and we make ready for the 

Finale—Allegro. 
Here is another movement like the first, with ritornelli alter- 

nating with elaborate passages for the soloists. But #hîs Allegro 
is not so freely constructed as the first. lt is in ternary form, 
the first forty-six measures being repeated note fot note at the 
end. 

The tune is a fine swinging Gigue in twelvessight (12/8) 
easily remembered. Both violas play it in unison and a+ the ninth 
measure they break into a variation in sixteenth-note movement 
and throw their pattern from one to another, thè original form 
of the tune always returning. Bach gives the continuo ‘cello a 
chance to display his skill from time to time but the movement, 
in the middle section especially, is a trial of virtuosity for the 
two violas. 

RICERCARE IN SIX PARTS 
In May 1747 Bach visited Potsdam a the request of Frederick 

the Great of Prussia who was eager to witness his skill. Forkel, 
Bach's first biographer, has described the scene on the com- 
poser's arrival: "At this time the king used to have a private 
concert every evening, in which he himself generally performed 
some concertos on the flute. One evening, just as he was pre- 
paring his flute, and his musicians were assembled, an officer 
brought him #he list of the strangers who had arrived. With his 
flute in his hands, he ran over the list, but immediately turned #0 
the assembled musicians and said, with a kind of agitation: 
‘Gentlemen, old Bach has come." The flute was now laid aside, 
and Bach was immediately summoned without being given time 
to change his travelling dress. The King gave up his concert for 
this evening and invited Bach to try his forte pianos. Bach impro- 
vised several pieces, and after he had gone on for some time 
he asked the King to give him a subject for a fugue. The King 
admired the learned manner in which his subject was thus exe- 
cuted extempore, and probably to see how far such art could 
be carried, expressed a wish to hear also a fugue with six parts. 
But as not every subject is suited for such full harmony, Bach 
chose one himself and immediately executed it to the astonish- 
ment of all present in the same magnificent and learned manner 
as he done that of the King." 

On his return to Leipzig, Bach wrote a set of canons and fugues 
on the royal theme to which he added a trio-sonata. This col- 
lection he entitled "Musical Offering to His Royal Majesty in 
Prussia most submissively dedicated by Johann Sebastian Bach" 
and had it engraved and published in the same year. The dedi- 
catory letter refers to the King's theme which he had been com- 
manded to elaborate in #he royal presence. "To obey Your Majesty's command was my most humble duty. However, | 
noticed very soon that for lack of necessary preparation, the 
execution of the task did not fare as well as such an excellent 
theme demanded. | resolved therefore to work cut this right 
Royal theme more fully and then to make it known #0 the world. 
This resolve has now been carried out as well as possible." 
The result is one of Bach's greatest works which stands beside The Art of Fugue as a witness #0 his extraordinary command of 
contrapuntal technique. Not all the pieces have instrumental 
directions, but those that do not are easily performable by a string ensemble, a rendering which is adopted here. 

The work ends with the majestic Ricercar for six parts. The 
theme is exposed and developed in a broad leisurely style with 
an astonishing weal#h of subsidiary counterpoints. 

ANTHONY MILNER 

AIR IN D from SUITE No. 3° 
Curiously fresh and modern though they sound, the four or- 

chestral suites of Bach tell a tale of a civilization vanished and forgotten. Thus, in the instrumentation, there is no attempt at 
what, in our later days, we should call the blending of instru- 
ments. Each participant has his individual color, and retains it, 
firmly in contrast #0 his follow-players. There is something in 
these primary colors that resembles our modern drawings for 
children. 

But, it should be remembered, in Bach's musical scheme there was an essential and embracing background, the Continuo on the keyboard, which provided a harmonic basis and a tonal rasolvent 
and binder, as in oil-painting. Each of us must receive these 
four orchestral suites in his own way, but, as that great scholar and humanist, Albert Schweitzer, has said, they are ‘the ideal musical picture of the rococo period' during which Back's work- ing life spun its busy daily reel of duties. 

The third suite, in D major, is the one that has caught the 
readiest popularity. 

The "Air" of the second movement has achieved great noto- riety under the mistaken title of "The Air on the G string". l is of course nothing of the sort. Bach scores it for normal string pitch, without any support from #he wind-players. l# was the virtuoso violinist, August Wilhelmi. who decided that he could make a better effect than Bach had contrived, by transposing the tune down a ninth and playing it with sentimental effusion. The only thing to be said in his favor on this matter is that he did at least realize that Bach, despite his dates, was a true 
Romantic at heart. 
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